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January 29, 2010

Michael T. Lesar, Chief
Rulemaking and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
Mail Stop TWB-05-BO1M

Submitted online via www.regulations .gov

We are pleased to submit the following recommendations for the NRC staff to

consider as you prepare a vote paper to present to the Commissioners on the issue

of intentional waste blending (See NRC Docket ID NRC-2009-0520).

1. NRC staff should recommend the preparation of a new Regulatory Issue

Summary (RIS) that makes the following determinations and raises the

following issues:

The small-scale unintentional mixing of lower- and higher-activity resins that

occurs as a matter of routine operation within a nuclear power plant is

fundamentally different than EnergySolutions' current proposal to conduct

commercial-scale intentional mixing of nuclear power plant resins to determine

waste classification ("Proposal"). This Proposal was not contemplated in and is

not covered by existing regulation.

" Existing regulation does not address unresolved health and safety

considerations associated with the Proposal, including:

o Whether existing regulations are sufficient to ensure adequate

verification of the homogeneity of downblended resin waste

o Whether the analyses underlying the waste classification system in 10

CFR 61.55 adequately represent the risk associated with disposal of

downblended resin waste.

o Whether the transportation, on-site storage, and processing of higher-

and lower-activity wastes at a proposed commercial-scale



downblending facility will incur more or less dose and/or risk than

business as usual.

Existing regulation does not address unresolved policy issues associated with

the Proposal, including:

o Whether it will significantly reduce, nationally, the opportunity for

waste volume reduction.

o Whether host states that oppose downblending-such as Utah-have

authority to deny, or impose additional verification procedures on,

downblended waste.

o Whether downblended waste packages potentially combining waste

from many generators in different states will satisfy Compacts that

require waste attribution-such as the Northwest Compact.

o Whether allowing a disposal path for waste that would otherwise be

Class B and C at a disposal site in Utah will frustrate the goal of the

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act that states and Compacts

develop their own disposal sites.

o Whether creating a disposal pathway for waste that would otherwise

be Class B and C will encourage the production of additional volumes

of Class B and C waste.

o Whether a licensee who proposes to conduct commercial-scale

downblending of resins will receive appropriate volumes of low- and

high-activity waste streams to ensure optimal and efficient operation

of the facility.

o Whether allowing the Proposal to move forward would foreclose

other disposal options (i.e., the proposed Texas low-level radioactive

waste facility) and lead to stranded Class B and C waste that cannot be

downblended.

* If the Proposal is justified on the grounds of "operational efficiency" or "reduced

worker doses," such justification must demonstrate that the efficiency or the

reduced doses accrue to the licensee proposing to do the downblending, and not

to other licensees, such as power plant operators



" Additionally, any justification of "operational efficiency" or "reduced worker

doses" should be made publicly available and be subject to public comment,

since there remains considerable controversy whether commercial-scale

downblending of resins would increase ordecrease either operational efficiency

or worker doses.

" Although waste classification may be deferred until the time of disposal, such

deferral does not bear upon existing guidance that discourages the practice of

mixing waste solely for the purpose of waste classification. Indeed, existing

guidance simply addresses the intentional mixing of "waste," not "classified

waste," as some have suggested. Once radioactively contaminated material

becomes "waste" and disposal is the chosen disposition pathway, that waste

should not be mixed for the sole purpose of waste classification.

2. NRC staff should recommend that the Commissioners re-visit the issue of

Class B and C waste disposal and downblending in three years to see if

generators still do not have a disposal pathway for Class B and C waste.

3. NRC staff should recommend that, if the Commissioners decide to move

forward with allowing the Proposal, then the following path should be

recommended:

* Extensive new regulation should be undertaken to address the health and safety

issues identified above. Downblended waste should be distinguished from Class

A, B, and C waste so that downblended waste can be subject to more stringent

measures (for additional verification, for instance). Agreement states should be

able to decide for themselves whether or not to adopt rules that would allow for

the disposal of downblended waste.

" An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) should be prepared that

systematically evaluates different options to deal with Class B and C waste that

does not have a disposal pathway. Intentional commercial-scale mixing of

waste to determine waste classification, consistent with the Proposal, should be

one of several considered alternatives. An EIS is likely the only way to capture



all of the costs and benefits (in terms of risks, doses, etc.) associated with

different alternatives to deal with the issue of Class B and C waste streams that

do not have a disposal pathway. Another alternative should be the continued

on-site storage and/or decay of the Class B and C waste. Other issues such as

opportunities for volume reduction should also be addressed.

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the workshop held in Rockville,

Maryland on this issue. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or

comments related to these suggestions.

Sincerely,

Christopher Thomas
Policy Director, HEAL Utah
Christopher@healutah.org
801-355-5055


